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Tarlair Retreat
An outdoor swimming retreat, influenced by the sea.
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01 Meet the Designer
Hello, I’m Charis, a 22-year-old Interior
and Environmental designer who
has studied at University of Dundee,
Duncan of Jordanstone College of Art
and Design.
I have been greatly impacted by
swimming and my job as a lifeguard.
From these perspectives as well as
the one of a designer, I have taken into
account the impact a successful space
alongside a positive activity, can have
on someone within a space.
Being able to incorporate my insights
from lifeguarding and effectively using
them within a design has helped me to
create finer details, that may not always
be picked up on.

I am redesigning Tarlair outdoor pool,
based in Macuff, Banff, Scotland. This
site Is cliff surrounded, with two sea
water pools that face the North Sea.
The sea cliffs are in front of a local golf
course.
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02 The Brief
TARLAIR RETREAT
An Outdoor Swimming Retreat

The aim of this project is to transform the current
outdoor pools and create a complex which aims to
boost and improve physical and mental health through
swimming and fitness.
This site is surrounded by cliffs, with two sea water
pools that face the North Sea. The sea cliffs are in front
of a local golf course from nearby town Macduff. By
transforming the current outdoor pools will create a
complex which aims to boost and improve physical
and mental health through swimming and fitness.
During the pandemic there has been a significant
increase in the number of people that go outdoor
swimming, or that have even tried the swimming style.
This is due to the positive mental and physical impacts
that are experienced from the activity. The complex
includes new areas to encourage a wellness lifestyle.
With many areas to warm up from after drop, these
zones create a fun and comfortable environment.
Included are retreat pods situated in the cliffs. Together
with spa facilities and a cafe, this creates an opportunity
for relaxation. With influence of the sea, wave shapes
are included within many aspects of the building
designs. This is a theme which has been continued
throughout the overall site.
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03 Research
TAYSIDE WILD SWIMMERS

Margaret Fitzsimmons
Started wild water swimming during the 2nd
lockdown. Swimming helped with coping
with the loss of husband in May 2020.
Started out at Broughty Ferry beach with a
group from the Ferry Dunkers. Goes at least
3 times a week, because it has such a positive impact on mental and physical health.
The cold water helps with the artthiritis, eases the pain in joints.
Has a big impact on mood as well.
“It’s where I laugh the most”.

Karen Fox
Has always gone on water and outdoor
activity holidays and so has enjoyed taking
dips in the sea. Currently goes swimming
once a week at Broughty Ferry, along with
some others. The cold water swimming
has had a positive impact on mental health,
helps give a feeling of calm.
Started wild swimming regularly in the 1st
lockdown during the summer time, and
continued to go through winter, using it as
a stress relief.
“Freezes away stress”.
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Swimming outdoors has been scientifically proven to improve mental and physical health of many people. For
those with depression and anxiety and other physical
illness, it helps to improve moods and mental mindsets,
and eases pain in joints for those with arthiritis etc.
Post-covid hobby that has had a huge increase in partakers. The swimming has been a close knit connection for
those feeling isolated. It has naturally created a group dynamic that is an encouraging and uplifiting.
When going wild swimming it is important to always go with
someone, or go to a populated area, as it can be dangerous if a side effect from the afterdrop goes south. During
the winter months, wind chill is common and can pick up at
any time. This can cause a fast drop in body temperature,
causing the body to shut down, if alone, this has proven
to be fatal.

research
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Afterdrop
what is the afterdop? this is the time after someone comes out the water,
when the body starts to feel the cold reaction.
this time can be incredibly dangerous, and life threatening if not prepared
for. The body has a shock from the temperature of the water, but the brain
doesn’t register it until out the water. And so the body temperature quickly
decreases, wind chill from the sea can cause a faster reaction, especially
during winter.
It is important to be prepared, by having things with you to warm up. such
as; hot drinks, hot water bottle, warm layers and if possible - a campfire set
up. These will help to gradually warm the body up in an efficient way that
is not causing more harm.
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Primary Research Swims
As part of primary research I went to Broughty Ferry
beach, and St. Andrews beach. This helped me to understand the afterdrop concept, the best ways to get
in and out the water, and experience the health benefits. As well as this, I got inspiration from the shapes of
waves, the main inspiration for my building designs.
I used a waterproof case to take underwater and
wave shots in the sea. By taking a video in the water,
I was able to get clearer shapes. From these frames
I was able to create shapes that I have taken forward
into visual mapping, as well as aspects of my building
designs.
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Photography Process

Visual Maps
To create these visual maps I used the photos that I captured in the
sea, and layered them tracing paper, outlining the shapes and patterens that could be found within. The depth within the shots, created
some interesting layers, which have been taken forward in my design.
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Lifeguarding

I have been working as a lifeguard for
4 years.
Started at Olympia Dundee, and now
at David Lloyds Dundee.
The red and yellow uniform is a universal identity for a lifeguard, to make
sure they are easily identified.
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From being a lifeguard I have been able to
recognise and identify ways that can make
a pool design more successful. This is a
skill I have been able to take forward into
my designs.
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Affiity Mapping

At the beginning of researching, affinity mapping helped to map out
everything that should and could be considered within the project.
Picking out key elements and assets helped to bring out themes and
patterns within the plan. By categorising them, I was able to make
groupings and bring them into the design.
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sketches of mapping procceses
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04 Case Studies
Bivacco Bredy - Italy

In North West Italy, these cabins
were created for hikers. They
were conceived as a memorial for
Claudio Brédy, a local politician
and Alpinist who died during a
mountain excursion in 2017. The
shelter features a large window
oriented towards the Grivola and
Gran Paradiso mountains and
Gran Paradiso, which had been
climbed by Claudio Brédy.
Inside, the centre of the cabin
contains three bunk beds, as
well as a window seat, a desk
bookshelf built around the window
to the north and an entrance area
with built-in storage for hiking
equipment by the entrance to the
south.
The space is lined in pale timber,
with two windows above the
bunk beds helping to create a
sense of being “immersed” in the
landscape.
A metal-frame foundation anchors
the cabin directly to its rocky site.
This was chosen for its minimal
impact on the landscape and its
adaptability, should the shelter
need to be moved in the future.
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case studies

Paracelsus Bad & Kurhaus - Salzburg
The new public bath highlights
Salzburg’s
landmarks
and
mountains and represents a
visionary architectural project
in the city’s historic centre. The
“Paracelsus Bad & Kurhaus”
was conceived as a threedimensional landscape with the
building’s main elements forming
a clearly legible vertical layering.
The rather introverted plinths of
the bath contain three floors the
city’s health and spa services and
the pool’s changing rooms. The
entire roof level, used for the sauna
facilities and their spectacular
outdoor pool, features a view of
the entire city. A layer of ceramic
louvers surrounds the “Paracelsus
Bad & Kurhaus”, screening it from
passers-by.
The materialization of the
waterscape is provided by
ceramic surfaces, water, and
light, bordered from above by the
gentle shapes of the wavy ceramic
ceiling. The animated ceiling with
its different heights underscores
the variety to be found in the
spatial and atmospheric context.
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Historical Studies
History of Bathing

Dundee Salt Baths
These baths used to be in Dundee
corporations’ public baths ‘Shorers’ Earl Grey Dock 1966.
1896 Victorian-era Central Bath House.
Placed at the waterfront where Hilton
hotel was demolished in 1974.

St Andrews Steprock Pools
These pools started in the 1930s and
were popular to all ages for swimming.
Placed on the coastal side of the town,
down where the aquarium now currently
sits.

Turkish Baths
An export of the Roman Empire
that extended to Turkey in the 7th
Century. The concept was predicated on
having places of extreme cleanliness,
where purifying the body went hand-inhand with purifying the soul.
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relevant header

Bathing

Roman baths in Italy
These were built using the 1.3million
litres of naturally heated water that
rose to the surface naturally each
day.
Main purpose for the baths was a
way for romans to get clean. Most
romans living in the city tried to get
to the baths everyday, also a place
for socializing.

Volcanic Pools Iceland
“Blue Lagoon”
A geothermal spa in Southwestern
Iceland founded in 1992. The foundry elements are silica, algae and
minerals.
There are many beneficial powers of
the geothermal sea water. Many use
the baths for healing but also pleasure. The design aspires to cultivate
balance and harmony between man
and nature.
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site analysis

The site of Tarlair is a historical site, with
an art Deco lido built in in 1929. Based
up in Aberdeenshire, Macduff, it is a North
facing site, with the south surrounded in
cliffs. Attop the cliffs is the local Macduff
golf course.
There are two sea water pools which are
directly next to the sea. The lido is situated
at the base of the cliffs, attatched by ramps
to the sea pool. There is another deco
building which is at the edge of the sea
and rectangular pool. This currently has no
use and is quite eroded.
The sea faces North, which creates a lot
of shading at the cliff side from the sun.
During winter there are often views of
northern lights.
Long ago the site was often even used as
a concert space as well as for swimming
and diving competitions.
Today, the sight is currently being
refurbished, after years of disuse. Many
locals have been using the pools for
boating. The sea pools are to be repaired
to allow safe swimming once again. The
rock and foundations are eroding which
can be unsafe for swimmers.
The community of Tarlair are refurbishing
the lido, waiting for government funding
to put on an extension, and fully repair the
interior.
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1 north sea, rocky landscape
2 two sea water pools
3 art deco lido at cliff base
4 view from point
5 cliff surroundings
1

2

3
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site analysis
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Visual Mapping
Visual mapping process was used with A2 size maps of the site, defining the
contours and natural lines of site map. Tracing paper was then layered on top
to identify various sections and elements within the site, bringing out similar
shapes.

By using different pen thicknesses, some more refined areas were brought forward.
Beginning to add and layer up the wave contours created from photography, this
was another way of creating areas and paths throughout the site.
Adding elements of collage and sun patterns, helped to create visually how the site
was layed out and bring context to the layout of the site.
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mapping
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06 Concept Development
Sketch models
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concept dev.

In these models I used cardboard to create the layered contours, using simple contours from a map. This was to help create possibility for cliff buildings. The wooden
blocks represent the lido at the base and the pods in the cliff face .
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Sketch models
These sketch models are of basic shapes for the pods. Using grey
cardbboard, I found this easier to cut and make forms with, helping
give an understanding of scale. These are a scale of 1:100.

models
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simple geometric shapes of rectangle and rectanular prism.

sketch models
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Sketch models

Further development of sketch models
for the pod shapes. Inspired by lifeguard
huts, creating a viewing platform, and a
possibly stilted building.
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sketch models

This form is inspired by the theme of repetition and calibration of forms.
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Sketch models

For these models I wanted to look at scale of the pool
sizes, and possible parallel projection across the pool
of the geometric shape. Using acetate to represent
glass, and grey board for concrete, this helped to give
a slightly realistic appearance.
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sketch models

They are in the scale 1:200,
which enabled me to understand the overall scale for the
buildings and future models.
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Sketch models

I considered the layering of the wave
contours. And with this I experimeted with the patteren they create
once in a row.
By tracing the shapes from my earlier photograph tracings, I was able
to use these to create the fins. Each
unique line showed an interesting
effect.
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sketch models

I really liked the depth they created across the
face, and the potential shadows they would reveal. This technique I decided to take forward
into my final designs.
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Sketch models

With this technnique, I was experimenting with the slightly tilted fins
in-line. To get an idea of how light
would peer through, and if this
would work with several layers.
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sketch models

Using wave shapes helped to
show depth, and created another way to represent wave
contours. However I didn’t take
this technique forward as it did
not have the desired effect I was
hoping for.
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Retreat Pods

The design of these pods have been inspired by liffeguard
huts. In particular, one by MRTN Archietcts - Smiths Beach
Lifesaving Tower, has influnced the shape and pattern.

sketch of pod design potentials
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The retreat pods are placed within the face
of the cliffs, they are a cylindrical shape, with
wave shaped fins around the face. Each fin
is different to the other. Each curve reflects a
wave contour, which was taken from my own
photography. These fins are wooden and extend up over the height of the ceiling, which
allows for people to walk onto the roof.
These are Airbnb pods where guests can stay
and encounter the whole wellness experience.
To get up to the pods, there is a ramp that
goes up the side of the cliff faces. These pods
look out to the sea, and the site below, whilst
reaching the sunlight all hours in the day.

sketch model

This sketch model was the development of
my shaped fins on a cylindrical shape. This
influnced my design decision to use this
form for my pods.

retreat pods
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Retreat Pods

This section cut of the pod, shows the interior of the
space. The top floor is a space for sleeping, with partial yellow walls. This is to reflect the lifeguard element.
The fins are also showing through, but with a straight
edge. The middle floor is cut partially to allow space
for the stairs, and to allow more light.
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rendered pod

section floor plan

retreat pods
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Art Deco Lido
The Lido is an art deco style building, situated on the site. It is immediately drawn to and stands
out against the cliff surroundings,
a main attraction of the site.
As the building has such a significance on the site, it is naturally a
perfect place to welcome people
into the space.
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These were some test renders of the lido, highlighting the building against
the cliff. I have extended the building on either end. This is to create a larger
space within the interior. I have included a reception room on the side of the
building that people enter the site through.

		

lido
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Art Deco Lido
Lido Development
The interior of the lido has kept some of the same concrete style as the exterior, as well as bringing in colour and wood texture. The wall wave feature
reflects the exterior’s of the indoor pool and gym. The colour ties in with the
sea inspired theme.

interior
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The cafe space will be used as a hub by all
users of the site. With a kitchen and accessible toilets, this will encourage everyone to
come in and use the space for comfort, and
as good social space, ideal for warming up.

lido interior floor plan

lido
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Indoor Pool

The curved window design is created with glass and wooden beams.
These beams are protruding out
one side, creating depth. Their
height goes up to a height of 1m
above the ceiling height, to allow
walkers to come onto the roof and
observe surroundings.
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indoor pool
The indoor pool is 25m long, the correct length that is used by competive swimmers. The interior has some
slightly exposed cliff face, with also
some torquoise blue walls. There are
windows at the north side which faces the sea. On the left wall is window
that is as long as the entire face. The
glass is curved like a wave. Part of the
pattern is a wooden beam, the other
is glass. This effect has created some
interestingn shadows within the room.
There is a suitable amount of floor
space surrounding the pool which allows space for people to walk freely,
and will fit a lifeguard position.

indoor pool
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Lifeguard Station

Above is the lifeguard station. This will be good for
observing both pools as well as being a staff room.
The waved roof is resembling the essence of a
wave, with a yellow interior, reflecting the lifeguard
element.
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lifeguard station

The balcony allows lifeguards to have a viewing area that
has good access to the pools and will allow them to see
the furthest point of the pools on the site.

perspective of the interior
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Changing Rooms
The changing area is right next to the sea water pools, making
it easy access to and from the water. The changing rooms have
heated flooring for those coming in from the cold pools. Split into
male and female changing rooms, they are equipped with showers and changing cubicles, with a bathroom and an open area for
changing. Lockers are included for swimmers to leave their belongings in. the materials in these areas are simple concrete and
tiled walls and flooring.
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Due to changing areas being mostly wet, this
will allow the space to be well suited for wet
and condensation in areas, and ease in clean
up. Tiles allow heat, which is most suitable for
heated flooring. The sizes of cubicles will be
suitable for wheelchair and pram access.

interior perspectives

changing rooms
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Fitness Gym
A Gym has been included because it is a very popular fitness activity, which helps to release positive endorphins.
There is an area for cardio activities, as well as a free weights
section. A darker interior has been used, to give a calming atmosphere. This is common in many gyms to create an atmosphere of focus to help those using the space.

yoga room space has
also been included within the design, as it is a
key element that ties with
wild swimming
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Sauna and Steam Rooms

Sauna and steam rooms are
helpful elements for helping athletes heal, for warming up the
body and for relieving stress.
These rooms have a simple interior. The sauna has wooden
seating and a wooden panelled
wall, with a tiled floor. The steam
room is all tiles, due to all the
moisture in the room.
These rooms can be accessed
via the lido rooftop, or within the
gym.

gym & sauna/steam
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07 Final Proposal
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masterplan render

site plan
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renders

cafe perspective render
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renders
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section render
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renders

lifeguard perspective render
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renders

indoor pool perspective render
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yoga suite perspective render

renders
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exploded isometric view

renders
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renders

site plan and isometric
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renders

section elevation
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elevations views
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hero image render
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